The BIG
How does geography shape
the way we live?

A winter storm coats the Wasatch
Front. Which side of the picture has
roads and plots of land? Why do
you think that is?
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Geography
Affects Us
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Become a Better Reader

Preview for a Purpose
In Chapter 1, you
learned that good
readers preview a text
before they read. In
this chapter, you will
learn to preview for
different purposes.
You will preview to
check facts about how
geography affects us.
You will also preview
to predict and answer
questions about
Utah’s geography.
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1
Key Ideas
• People consider geography
when choosing where to live.
• Today, most of Utah’s people
live in cities.
• People live in urban,
suburban, or rural
communities.
Key Terms
communication
commute
population
rural
suburb
urban

Geography and Population
Choosing Where to Live

P

eople have choices about where to live. How do they
make these choices? Geography plays a part. Think of
the earliest people to live here. They used caves as shelter
from the sun and snow. When people began to farm, they
looked for flat land. They wanted to live near rivers
and streams.
People try to settle in places where the land makes life
possible and enjoyable. They almost always build towns and
farms near the resources they want or need.

Settling on Flat Land

Many early settlers chose the flat valleys to start their
settlements. Flat land is better for farming. In a time before
cars, roads, or even railroads, it was easier to move people and
goods across flat land.

Become a Better Reader
Preview to Complete an
Anticipation-Reaction Guide

Gifford Farm was built in the
Fruita Valley in 1908. The
Giffords raised dairy cows, hogs,
and sheep. They planted fruit
orchards. They used water from
the Fremont River to irrigate their
crops. How does the land this
house was built on compare to
the land in the background?
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The Colorado River runs through
the Grand Valley. Ute Indians were
the first to live there. A good place
to cross the river was there. Later,
settlers started Moab near the
river. They built farms, ranches,
and orchards. A railroad line came
through nearby. In time, people built
a ferry and a bridge across the river.
What physical feature in the picture
made Moab a good place to live?

Settling Near Water

Water has always been a reason why people settle in certain
places. Some native people lived by rivers and streams so they
could fish. They could hunt animals that came to drink the
water. They could hunt ducks that lived near the water.
Later, settlers saw that mountain streams ran into the
valleys. They could use the water to drink and to water crops.
Hundreds of towns in Utah were started near rivers and
streams. Here are a few examples:
Ogden—Ogden and Weber rivers

Price—Price River

Brigham City—Box Elder Creek

Gunnison—San Pitch River

Castle Dale—Cottonwood Creek

Logan—Logan River

Coalville—Chalk Creek

Springville—Hobble Creek

“[The Kamas Valley] consists
of most excellent land and can
be irrigated ... with
... little labor. Water for
[animals] is abundant and
timber for ordinary farming is
plentiful and convenient.”
—Captain Howard Stansbury,
government explorer

Case Study: St. George
The people who settled St. George and Santa Clara wanted
to grow many different crops. Brigham Young told them to
“cheerfully contribute their efforts to supply the Territory with
cotton, sugar, grapes, tobacco, figs, almonds, olive oil.” They
settled near the Virgin River so it would help those things grow.

Geography Affects Us
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Utah mountains are full of timber.
People of the past wanted to have
trees close by. Have you ever gathered
branches and sticks to start a campfire?
Did you have trouble finding them?

Settling Near Timber and Soil

The people who settled
Pleasant Grove named it
after a grove of trees. The
trees gave them shelter in
the winter. The people of
Fruita had meetings under
a large cottonwood tree.
They nailed mailboxes to
its trunk. People went to
the “mail tree” to get their
mail. Look around your
town or city. Do the trees
look old or new? How can
you tell? What purpose
do they serve, other than
being beautiful?
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Trees are another natural resource near which people settle.
American Indians have a deep respect for trees and mountains.
For hundreds of years, they have used these resources to make
their homes and tools.
Other people also settled near mountains. They used trees
from the forests to build houses, barns, fences, and furniture.
Early Mormon pioneers wanted their streets to be lined
with trees. They brought seeds so they could plant trees.
Harriet Decker Young brought locust tree seeds to Utah in the
toe of her sock. She did not want to lose the seeds on the trail.
Soon after Salt Lake City was started, the city passed a
law about trees. The law said every family should plant trees
in its front yard. People wanted the trees to provide shade
and to “adorn and improve the city.” Today, the main streets
of Brigham City, Santa Clara, and Provo have long rows of
sycamore trees. Torrey’s Main Street is lined with
cottonwood trees.
The soil also affected where people settled. People near
Chalk Creek noticed wheat growing on its banks. They
decided this would be a good place to start a farming
community. They started the town of Coalville. Many other
towns were started because the soil was good for farming.
Chapter 2

Settling near Transportation
and Communication

Later, towns grew near roads
and railroad tracks. People could
use the railroad to move their
goods to new markets. The
railroad also brought people,
goods, and mail from other places.
Letters were a main form of
communication (the exchange
of news or information). People
wanted contact with the outside
world. The news came by wagon,
then by rail, then by telegraph.

A steam train moves through Utah. How do
you think geography affected what routes
the railroad companies chose?

Case Study: Corinne
The town of Corinne was
founded near both a railroad and
a river. The first buildings went up
where the Union Pacific Railroad
line crossed over the Bear River.
People could unload supplies that
came in from the East. They could
load them onto ships, wagons, or
trains going farther west. Corinne
became a busy station for
shipping goods.
In time, workers built a faster
route from Ogden to Montana.
Many merchants moved away from
Corinne. The population fell. The
people of Corinne turned to farming
to make a living.
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People settle near jobs. Today, that often means they settle in a city. But because Utah’s geography is varied, the job
market is varied. Utahns can work in mining, farming, sports, and many other fields.

Looking for
a Warm Climate
Some people move to a
place because they like the
climate. Climate is part of
geography.
St. George and Cedar
City have grown in the last
10 years. Many people move
there from colder places.
They love the mild
winters and early
springs. Older
people like to
retire there.
They play
golf and
enjoy the
scenery.
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Settling Near Jobs

Today, one thing that helps people decide where to live is
where they work. If you were a banker, you might want to live
in a city. If you were a farmer, you would live in the country. If
you had a job in Ogden, you probably would not want to live
in Orem. That would be a long way to drive every day!
Living near family is also important to many people. That
may be the main reason some people live where they do.

Moving to the Cities
As more people came to Utah, towns grew into cities.
People got jobs in stores and factories. In time, fewer people
farmed for a living. More people moved to the cities. Today,
most people in Utah live in cities.
There are many different kinds of jobs in the cities. People
are teachers, doctors, carpenters, and bus drivers. They work
in offices, schools, stores, and restaurants. They work on pipes
under the ground and buildings that reach to the sky. They do
almost every job you can imagine.
Chapter 2

Cities offer people opportunities to do many things.
They have colleges and universities. They have museums, art
galleries, theatres, bookstores, sports teams, aquariums, and
parks. Many people want to live near these things.
Cities have people from all over the world. They get to
work and play together. One historian said, “The bustle and
excitement of city life acts like a magnet, drawing people in.”

Think about the cities with the
largest populations. What do
they have in common?

Utah’s Population Centers

You can probably guess which Utah city has the most
people. Salt Lake City has the largest population. Population
means all the people who live in a place.
Utah’s second-largest city is West Valley City. Other cities
with large populations are are Provo, West Jordan, Sandy,
Orem, and Ogden. Do you live in one of these cities? Do you
know someone who does?

Ogden
West Valley Salt Lake City
Sandy
West Jordan
Orem Provo

Salt Lake City is our largest city
and our capital city. What does
the picture tell you about life in a
city? In what ways do we change
the physical geography when we
build cities?
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Go to

the Source!

Study a Population Map
Study this population map of
Utah and answer the questions.

Source: Utah Atlas by Cliff B. Craig and M. Elijah Carr

Population: Cities and Towns, 2008

LOOK
Utah’s most populated cities
are near what physical features?
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THINK

DECIDE

Why do you think most of
Utah’s population seems to follow
a line north to south? Give at
least three reasons.

If you were given a piece
of land in western Utah, near
Wendover, to start a community,
what challenges would your
community have?
Chapter 2

What Type of Community?
Urban

Cities are busy places. They have sidewalks full of people. The streets
are noisy with cars. There are houses, apartments, and rows of businesses.
This kind of community is called urban. People in urban areas often walk or
ride buses or trains to get from place to place. Utah’s most urban area is Salt
Lake City.

Suburban

Some people like to live outside the city. There the houses and businesses
are more spread out. There are parks and lawns to play on. These areas are
called suburbs.
Many people work in the cities but live in the suburbs. They drive or
take commuter trains to work. To commute means to travel some distance
between home and work. Along the Wasatch Front, people ride TRAX.
TRAX is a light rail system that carries people to and from the city.
Suburbs are often built on land that was once farmland. About 100 years
ago, people built Utah’s first suburbs. They were called “streetcar suburbs”
because they were built at the end of streetcar lines. People could live
outside the city and ride the streetcars to work. Some early streetcar suburbs
of Salt Lake City were Highland Park, Sugar House, Federal Heights, and
Forest Dale.
After cars were invented, more people moved to the suburbs. They could
drive from home to work. New suburbs outside of Salt Lake City included
Rose Park and Glendale. Suburbs are still being built today. One recent
suburb in the Salt Lake Valley is called Daybreak.

Rural

Some people live in small towns or on farms in the country. Farmers need
plenty of land to grow crops and as pasture for their livestock. This kind of
open land is rural. Rural areas look very different from urban areas.
Most Utahns live in urban areas and suburbs, but many prefer rural
areas. Except for the Wasatch Front (from Logan to Provo), most of
Utah is rural.

LESSON 1 What Did You Learn?
Places to Locate

Events to Remember

Corinne
Ogden
Orem
Provo
Salt Lake City
Santa Clara
St. George
West Valley City

Early people settled near
natural resources.
Settlers started cities
and towns near
resources.

Geography Affects Us

Lesson Review Activity
Towns grew up near
transportation and
communication lines.
Later, more people
moved to the cities.

For each of the Places to Locate, list
reasons why people chose to settle
there. You may want to find the city
on a map and study the geography
around it to help you.
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2
Key Ideas
• Industry is connected
to geography.
• The mining, oil, agriculture,
and tourism industries grew
because of the land.
Key Terms
agriculture
fertile
industry
refinery
tourism

Geography and Industry
Industry Is Connected to the Land

W

ithout mountains, would there be mining in Utah?
Would ski resorts make money? Without sunny
weather, would farmers sell crops? If there were not
places with oil seeping up from the ground, would Utahns
have jobs with oil companies? These are all examples of how
industry is connected to geography. Industry has to do with
business or a type of business. Let’s learn about a few Utah
industries that have grown because of how people used
the land.

Become a Better Reader
Preview to Make Predictions

Utah’s mining industry has developed
over time. The picture below shows
a copper mine from 1909. Above it,
a modern truck hauls ore from the
Kennecott Utah Copper Mine.
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Mining

You know that Utah’s land is rich in minerals. For a long
time, people have dug gold, silver, lead, and copper out of the
earth. They have mined coal and other fuels.
New towns grew because of mining. Miners needed places
to get supplies. They needed services from doctors. They
wanted places to eat and drink after a long day’s work. As
more people came, mining camps grew into towns. Alta and
Park City were silver-mining towns. In Park City, miners also
found lead. Price and Helper grew because of the coal mines.
Mining has had a big impact on Utah. It brought people
here from all over the world. People from China, Japan,
Greece, Italy, Mexico, and many other places came to work in
the mines. We will learn more about mining in Chapter 7.

Park City
Bingham
Alta
Stockton Ophir
Mercer
Eureka Helper
Tintic Price

Frisco
Minersville

Silver Reef

Case Study: Mining Changes Murray
Mining changed the community of Murray.
The first people to live there were farmers. Then
silver, lead, and gold mining boomed in the Oquirrh
Mountains. Next, it was copper. People went to work
for the mining companies. Some worked in smelters
in Murray. In the smelters, the minerals were taken
out of the rock and turned into metal.
These miners worked at the Germania Smelter. They shoveled
ore by hand. What animals did they use to haul the ore?

Geography Affects Us
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Early oil workers hoped for a
“gusher!” That is when the oil
shoots out of the well way up to
the sky. How is this pump different
from the modern pump below?

Oil

Because of our physical geography,
the oil industry grew here. Hundreds
of millions of barrels of oil have been
produced in Utah.

In 1850, Captain Howard Stansbury discovered signs of oil
near the Great Salt Lake. Soon, people found other signs of oil
in Utah. Today, oil is found in eastern Utah. There are oil fields
in the Uinta Basin, the Paradox Basin, and Emery and Garfield
counties.
Workers use huge drills and pumps to take the oil out of the
ground. They move the oil to refineries, where they remove the
parts they do not need. They make oil into fuel for cars, trucks,
and planes. It also heats homes and businesses. Oil is used to
make paint, lipstick, car tires, compact discs, ink, and plastic.

Agriculture

Farming is another industry that depends upon the land.
Utah has areas with fertile soil. That means the soil is able to
produce crops. Utah also has a lot of sunshine. Its growing
season is long, especially in the south. The science of farming is
called agriculture.
There are farms in every county. Farmers grow hay, barley,
wheat, beans, potatoes, onions, pinto beans, and corn. They
plant orchards of cherries, apricots, pears, peaches, and apples.
Ranchers raise cattle, sheep, hogs, chickens, and turkeys.
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Tourism

Another important industry is based on
geography—tourism. Millions of people visit Utah each
year. They come to see the beauty and wonder of the land.
Tourists from all over the world visit our parks, forests,
and monuments. They come to see the Great Salt Lake.
Even though it is very salty, people swim in it and sail
boats on it. Hundreds of kinds of birds live near the lake
and on its islands. Tourists can explore Antelope Island,
where there are buffalo, antelope, and bighorn sheep.
Some people used to think that sea monsters lived in the
lake, and maybe even whales! People came to try to see
them. Now we know there are no monsters or whales in
the Great Salt Lake.
Utah’s mountains are world famous for their snow.
Tourists come for the “powder” that makes skiing in Utah so
great. Each year, hundreds of
thousands of people
“Ski Utah!”
Among fishermen, Utah’s
rivers are famous. They are
famous for trout and great
fly-fishing. People come from
far away to fish the rivers and
streams. Utah trout is shipped
to restaurants in many states.

People enjoy the beauty of Lake
Powell by hot-air balloon. Tourists
spend money on hotels, restaurants,
and activities. These things bring
money to Utah.

Our physical geography is perfect for
skiers! It is easy to see why the ski
industry grew here.

LESSON 2 What Did You Learn?
Places to Locate

			

Events to Remember

Lesson Review Activity

Alta
Emery County
Garfield County
Great Salt Lake
Helper
Lake Powell

Murray
Oquirrh Mountains
Park City
Price
Uinta Mountains

People used natural
resources to build
industries.
The mining, oil,
agriculture, and tourism
industries grew.

For each of the Places to Locate, list
which industry is found there. Also,
list which natural resources
at each place help keep the
industries running.
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3
Key Ideas
• Geography is connected to
people’s health.
• Geography affects our safety.
Key Terms
inversion
polluted
prevention
rare
severe
tornado
wildfire

Become a Better Reader
Preview to Turn Headings
into Questions

Geography and Our Safety
Connected to Our Health

Y

ou have learned that climate is part of geography. Utah
can have some unsafe weather. But how is the lay of
the land connected to people’s health? Think about the
mountains and valleys. The way air flows over and around
these landforms can have a big affect on us.

Inversions

Inversion is a word that everyone who lives in a valley in
northern Utah knows. Inversions happen in valleys surrounded
by mountains. They usually occur in winter. A layer of warm
air sits on top of the cold air. Because of the mountains on the
sides, the cold air cannot get out. It is trapped.
This trapped air gets more and more polluted. It is full of
harmful elements. Sometimes it is called “soup” or “gunk.”
Breathing too much of it can make people sick.
When does an inversion end? It ends when strong winds or
storms blow away the polluted air.
Geography is not what causes the dirty air. People do
that! The trucks and cars we drive cause pollution. So do the
factories we build. However, our climate and landforms are
what trap the bad air.

During an inversion, the Salt Lake Valley
looks like it is covered in thick soup. It is
cold and gray. The sun has a hard time
breaking through. But if you drive into
the mountains, above the inversion, the
air is clear. It is warmer, too.
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Connected to Our Safety

Geography can also affect our safety. The features that give
us beauty can also bring danger. For example, mountains can
have rockslides or mudslides. Rivers can flood. Forests can
catch fire. Fault lines can cause the earth to quake and shake.

Earthquakes

In Utah, earthquakes happen. They do not last long, but
they can damage roads, bridges, and buildings. The shaking
can make these things fall down. It can also cause landslides.
Quakes can knock dishes from shelves and crack floors
and walls.
Many people in Utah live on or near major fault lines. We
have to be prepared for what the land can do. One way to
protect buildings is to put “base isolators” under them. These
are like giant springs. They help buildings sway back and forth
during an earthquake. Like a tree in the wind, the buildings
will bend but not break (unless the quake is really strong).
Workers have tried to make some of our old buildings safer.
They put hundreds of isolators under the City and County
Building in Salt Lake City. When they plan new buildings, they
follow strict rules to make the them safer.

Protect Yourself!
Experts tell us to
remember three things if an
earthquake hits:
DROP to the floor.
COVER yourself by getting
under a desk or table.
HOLD ON until the
shaking stops.

In 2004, the Utah State Capitol was
closed for repair. Workers put large
shock absorbers under the building.
These made it more stable in case of
an earthquake. It took four years to
complete the job.
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Floods

Tornadoes—in Utah?
Tornadoes happen when
warm air and cold air meet.
The warm air rises, forms a
column, and spins. The air
around the column moves it
over the ground. Tornadoes
are very powerful! They can
pick up houses and trees
and drop them miles away.
In Utah, tornadoes are
rare. They do not happen
very often. They are
uncommon in places with
mountains and dry climates.
But in 1999, a tornado hit
Salt Lake City. It came with
severe thunderstorms. It
killed one person and hurt
about 80 others. It shattered
the glass on buildings,
damaged homes, and tore
up trees.

Floods are common in Utah. Almost every spring, water
spills over the banks of the Jordan River. It floods the bike path
running along the river.
Floods can bring danger. In the spring of 1983, there was
flooding in almost every county in Utah. The counties hit the
hardest were Juab, Utah, Millard, Beaver, and Uintah. In Salt
Lake, the water in City Creek flowed over its banks. Water a
foot deep ran down some streets. State Street, North Temple,
and Thirteenth South looked like rivers. People built bridges
over them to get from one side to the other.
That same year, a huge mudslide blocked the Spanish Fork
River. The slide trapped water behind it. Before long, the town
of Thistle was covered with water.

In 2005, the Santa Clara River flooded. The flood waters washed away a bridge. The
people of St. George and Santa Clara were worried. There was only one other bridge.
What if the swollen river washed it away, too? Then they would not be able to get in or
out of Green Valley. What other damage do you see from the flood?
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Who Started It?

Fires

Utah has the right ingredients for fires. Take a place with
hot summers. Add a very dry climate. Then add trees and
brush that do not get much water. What happens if lightning
strikes one of the trees or bushes? Fire!
Each summer, many wildfires occur in Utah. These are
forest or brush fires that spread quickly. In the summer of
2002, there were major fires in the Uinta Mountains. More
than 14,000 acres burned. Nearly 300 firefighters worked to
put out the fires. Campers, Boy Scouts, and people in summer
homes had to leave the area. That same summer, fires burned
near Dutch John, Springville, Panguitch, Black Canyon, and
Price Canyon.
After the fires, people wanted to help the forests heal. The
Boy Scouts planted more than 9,000 new trees. They also
took classes in fire safety and prevention. They learned how
geography is connected to our health and safety.
Smoke fills the air in Zion National Park. If the wind carries a wildfire, it can burn
hundreds of acres. Zion has a crew of people on staff to manage wildfires.

Some fires are started
by nature:
• lightning
• hot sun and dry plants
Natural forest fires are
not all bad. They serve a
purpose. For example, some
pinecones only let go of
their seeds when heated by
fire. Also, when the lowest
brush burns, there is less
risk for a more serious fire
later. Some birds need the
things they find on the bare
ground after a fire.
Other fires are started
by people:
• leaving campfires
• playing with matches
• dropping a hot
cigarette
• parking a hot car in
dry grass
• driving a train by
dry brush
Fires started by people
are not healthy for the land.
The sparks can turn into
raging fires. They can get
out of control.

LESSON 3 What Did You Learn?
Places to Locate
City Creek
Jordan River
Salt Lake City
Santa Clara
Santa Clara River
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Spanish Fork River
St. George
Thistle
Uinta Mountains
Zion National Park

Events to Remember

Lesson Review Activity

1983: Flooding in almost
every county in Utah
1999: A tornado hits Salt
Lake City.
2002: Major wildfires
in Utah

For each of the Places to Locate, list
possible dangers. Tell why each place
faces that danger. Be sure to include
details about its geography.
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UTAH Social Studies Skills
Compare Utah’s Geography
What does it mean to compare? Comparing is when you decide how things are the
same or different. Have you ever done comparison shopping? For example, how do
you decide which candy to buy? They are both 50 cents, but one is chocolate and the
other is fruity. How do you decide?
Knowing how to compare and contrast information is an important skill—and
not just at the store! Comparing Utah’s geography to another state’s can help you
understand how Utah’s geography affects us.
1. Choose a state to compare to Utah. (Hint: the farther away the state is, the more
differences you will find.)
2. Research online or at the library to find the following information about the
state you chose. List the information you find in the left column on a T-chart:
• Major physical features
• Where most of the population lives (cities,
farms, etc.) and why
• Five of the most
important industries
• Three ways geography affects
T-Chart
the safety of the people
3. Using this chapter and what you
know about Utah, list the same
information for Utah in the right
column of your T-chart.
4. On a separate sheet of lined paper,
write a summary about how the
state you chose is different from
Utah. Draw at least two conclusions
about how geography has an affect on
different states.
5. Share your findings with a classmate
who chose a different state.
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Chapter

2

Review
Become a Better Reader

Review What You Read

Preview for a Purpose

Lesson 1

Reading without a purpose is like going on a road trip
without a map. Good readers always set a purpose for
reading. One way to do this is by previewing.
Choose another book you are reading for school.
Choose one of the strategies from this chapter to use as
you read a section of the book. After using the strategy,
write about how it helped you understand what you read.
Also, tell whether or not you would like to use the strategy
again to help you read.

Lesson 2

Technology Tie-In
Earthquake!
Earthquakes are one of the greatest possible dangers
to people in Utah. Utah’s most populated areas are
located on or near the Wasatch fault. Utahns are urged to
always be prepared for earthquakes—they could happen
at any time.
Visit the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) website on
earthquakes (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/). In the “Learn
Section,” there is information for kids about earthquakes.
Here you can find anything from information on the latest
quake to animations of earthquakes.
After exploring this site, design a poster to share the
most important things you learned about earthquakes
and earthquake safety.

Geography Affects Us

1. What geographic features
do people consider when
choosing where to live?
2. For what reasons do most of
Utah’s people live in cities?
3. Describe the three types of
communities in which
people live.
4. How does geography affect
industry?
5. What are some of Utah’s
industries, and how do they
depend on the land?

Lesson 3
6. In what ways does geography
in Utah affect people’s
health?
7. In what ways does geography
in Utah affect people’s
safety?
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